Thank you for providing your materials to WEF for publication. Please complete and sign this form to provide WEF with the legal right to use your materials in its programs as described below.

Title of Work: __________________________________________

Author(s): ____________________________________________

You have been asked by WEF, and agree to provide your Work to WEF, for the following use(s):

Use onsite at WEF conference (Conference: WEFTEC 2017)
Use on any WEF website and social media, including without limitation WEF YouTube channel

The undersigned grants the Water Environment Federation an irrevocable, perpetual, royalty-free license to use the Work as described indicated above. Except for the license provided to WEF herein, Author(s) retains full rights, including copyright, to the Work(s). It is understood that WEF shall be the sole owner with all legal rights, including without limitation copyright, to any compilation that includes the author’s Work and the works of other authors. The authors of the works included in any compiled work retain full rights, including copyright, to their individual works.

The Author(s) are solely responsible for including appropriate attribution and copyright notice on materials provided to WEF for publication. Author(s) represents that he/they are the sole owner(s) of all rights, title and interest, including without limitation copyright, in and to their Work; that the Work does not infringe any existing copyright or any other right of any person; that the agreed use of the Work by WEF will not in any way, directly or indirectly, infringe on the rights of any person; that the Work is not a work of the U.S. government; and that to the best of the Author’s knowledge, the Work contains no libelous or other unlawful matter.

Author represents that he/she have the sole and exclusive right to assign the license rights to the Work detailed in this agreement to WEF, and if the Work is a work-for-hire, that s/he is an agent of the employer, authorized to assign the license rights to the Work to WEF. Author further represents that he/she have not granted any conflicting rights. It is the responsibility of the Author and not WEF to determine whether the prior consent of third parties is necessary prior to making the assignment of the license rights to the Work that are granted to WEF in this agreement.

The Author/employer shall indemnify WEF against any claim, demand, or recovery finally sustained in any proceedings brought against WEF as publisher of the Work by reason of any violation of proprietary right or copyright, or any unlawful, willful or grossly negligent matter contained in the Work, or by reason of any breach of the foregoing representations.

Each Author of the Work must sign this agreement. Additional copies of this agreement may be attached together making up one agreement if more space is required for signatures. If this is a work for hire, the signor certifies that he/she is an agent of the employer authorized to grant rights to and use of the above-identified work for hire.

I (We) hereby grant a license under the terms outlined above to the Work named above to WEF and hereby certify that I (We) am (are) legally empowered to grant the license. I (We) certify that I (We) have obtained permission to use figures, text, or ideas that may be attributable to others and have included within the Work all required attribution(s).

Signature  Signature  Signature

Print name  Print name  Print name

Date  Date  Date

If work made for hire: _________________________________________________

Name of employer for whom the work was performed (please print)

RETURN THIS FORM ALONG WITH URL TO STORMTV 2017 ENTRY TO: stormwater@wef.org.
GUIDANCE FOR WEF AUTHORS

General
All authors are encouraged to review WEF’s publication guidelines for editorial and submission information (Water Environment Research — www.weronline.org, or Water Environment & Technology — www.WEF.org/Magazine).

Permissions Generally
The following information is general information for authors. However, it is not legal advice and may not apply to your specific set of circumstances. More information regarding copyrights is available at the U.S. Copyright Office website (http://copyright.gov). Authors who need or desire legal advice about WEF’s license agreement should consult a licensed attorney.

- Legal rights to creative works, including written papers, and oral and video presentations, arise with creation of the work and belong to the creator/author unless the author’s legal rights are transferred to another party.
- If a work is prepared by an employee within the scope of his/her employment, or a work is specifically ordered, commissioned and/or paid for by another person, the work may be a work-for-hire. In such a case, the legal rights may belong to the employer or person or organization that commissioned the work.
- Owners (authors) may transfer full ownership of the rights to their work by transferring the copyright; Owners may transfer a right to use the work by a license agreement.
- The WEF Author License Agreement grants WEF a license to use your Work as indicated in the agreement. The author maintains all other rights, including copyright, to the work.
- WEF holds full ownership and copyright in any compilation that WEF creates that is made up of more than one author’s work, such as conference proceedings that contain all the papers from one conference.
- The license agreement asks that authors confirm that their work is original, or that if it is not original, that the author has obtained the permission of the author/owner of any material that is not original that is included in their work. This is because only you, the author, know if a work is original or if you have obtained permission to use someone else’s materials. It is necessary for WEF, as the publisher of the work, to protect itself from claims that it has illegally used and published someone’s material without the necessary permission.